Abstract. Long Term Evolution (LTE) system of the third generation partnership project (3GPP) has primary and secondary synchronization channels to help the terminal search cell. Primary synchronization channel (P-SCH) is used to acquire slot timing and cell group. Secondary synchronization channel (S-SCH) is used to obtain frame boundary and cell identity (Cell ID). Cell search plays important role to find a cell and handover to neighbor cell smoothly. This paper proposes interference cancelling (IC) technique in cell search. Canceling the pre-detected synchronous channel from the received signal results in the improved search performance for the next target cell.
Introduction
The user equipment (UE) must perform the cell search process before it starts to communicate with network. During this cell search operation, UE acquires Cell ID and timing information Timing synchronization across the cells is mandatory in TDD mode. But even in FDD mode, most cells need to be deployed with timing alignment for many beneficial reasons. Cell synchronization may cause the 'hidden cell' problem, which means that the cell to be detected may be hidden behind the serving or stronger cell [1] .
Cell search algorithms have been proposed in many papers [2] [3] [4] [5] . Most of them focus mainly on the complexity reduction. Cell search with IC generally increase search performance at the cost of increased latency and complexity. Searching for neighbor cell which is done regularly to help handover, has the delay tolerant property and it suggests that there is a room for adopting IC technique in cell search. regenerated signal from the first is removed from the original received time domain signal before it is detected. Since interference from the pre-known cells is removed, detection performance for the next cell is improved. Finite impulse response (FIR) filter is introduced to reduce noise by extracting SCH sequence mapped to the central 1.25MHz bandwidth as shown in [4] Time domain correlation is used for P-SCH detection and the frequency domain correlation is used for S-SCH detection. And the coherent detection is adopted for S-SCH detection as it has much performance enhancement over non-coherent one as shown in [5] .
P-SCH detector detects P-SCH signal at the sample position n that satisfies 
Simulation Results
The parameters used in simulation are summarized in Table 1 . The detection performances of both P-SCH and S-SCH detectors using IC technique compared with non-IC are shown in Figure 3 .
The P-SCH detector with IC can adopt lower threshold than the other while meeting false alarm rate because it finds peak from interference removed signal, which results in performance gain. The reason of slight poor P-SCH detection performance with IC at low SNR for the second cell detection in 3dB power offset case is that the regenerated signal is not so accurate enough to remove the first cell correctly. But IC gets good cancellation advantage in rather high SNR.
S-SCH detection performances for the first cell are similar for both detectors as both detectors select physical-layer cell identity group that has the largest correlation value in the same way. But detection performance for the second cell is improved greatly with IC. As the dynamic range of S-SCH is higher than P-SCH, the effect of the imperfect cancellation of the first cell is negligible. Since Cell ID is determined by the detection results from both P-SCH and S-SCH, S-SCH would dominate the overall cell search performance. 
Conclusion
In this paper, cell search algorithm using IC technique is introduced. It is shown from the simulation that IC can improve cell search performance especially for the second cell which is usually hidden in synchronous network. Synchronous network is mandatory in TDD mode and is very likely even for the FDD system for many beneficial reasons. So the proposed technique can be used widely to improve cell search performance in both systems. Small cells are expected to be used more and more to offer better coverage [6] . This will make SCH pollution severer. Proposed technique is advantageous in this environment.
